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A TECHNOLOGY LICENSEE’S GUIDE TO TECHNOLOGY ESCROW
 

A 7-STEP PROCESS TO ACHIEVE  

BEST PRACTICES
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ABOUT ESOP – EXCELLENCE
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Over the last 60 years, Iron Mountain has helped more than 100,000 
corporate customers fulfill their information management needs. 
Our solutions address information in both physical and digital 
formats, from the creation through the secure destruction of that 
information.  

Since 1982, Iron Mountain’s Intellectual Property Management 
group has been the leader in providing services for the 

management of our customers’ intellectual property (IP), 
including technology escrow services. 

This experience enables Iron Mountain to create a technology 
escrow best practice methodology for enterprises that we are 
happy to share with you today. 

ESOP-Excellence is part of Excellence Nessuah group.
Excellence Nessuah was founded in 1992 and is a publicly traded 
company in the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange since 1994. Excellence 
Nessuah is one on the leading investment house in Israel.

ESOP-Excellence is the leading trust company in Israel with 
more than 1,500 corporate clients including global companies, 
companies traded on Tel Aviv Stock Exchange, companies traded 

on overseas stock exchanges, private companies (from pre seed 
stages) and more. Among ESOP-Excellence services:
 Trust and Administration to Equity Based Plans (ESOP, RSU, RS, ESPP, etc.).
 Trust and Administration to various transactions:
 M&A – Paying Agent and Escrow Agent Services.
 Escrow required under various legislations and rulings.
 Technology Escrow, in cooperation with Iron Mountain.
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INTRODUCTION:  
DEFINING THE IP PROBLEM

We should start by defining the problem as it relates to managing the intellectual 

property you develop internally or license from a partner. 

Like most of our customers, you probably struggle with conflicting priorities.  

In order to lower costs and gain a competitive advantage you must leverage  

technology that facilitates your organization’s operations (at a faster pace than 

ever before). At the same time, it is critical that you reduce corporate risk by 

ensuring that the technology you choose will be safe and secure. If you move  

too fast you get criticized for being reckless, move too slowly and you are asked  

why it is taking so long.  

To address this dilemma, you weigh the benefits of developing applications 

internally versus outsourcing the development. It is important to think about 

how each time you bring in externally developed applications you introduce an 

added element of risk to your organization. You need to ask yourself questions 

like: Is this application secure? Are there vulnerabilities that could lead to a data 

breach? Are there any compliance issues within my industry that apply? What 

would happen if my technology partner goes out of business or can no longer 

support their service? On top of that, you are most likely contemplating the idea 

of whether or not you will make your move to the cloud. Even though the cloud 

provides a number of benefits, there is still a level of risk that needs to be taken 

into consideration. Questions like: Where does your data live? Would you have 

access to your data if the provider ceased to operate or had an extended outage? 

What would the consequences be if this were to happen? Unlike on-premises 

applications, where the impact may be felt in weeks, months, or even years after 

your software provider discontinues support, the impact of lack of support with 

cloud applications is immediate. 

Mitigating risk is extremely important, especially for a large enterprise  

company. If something were to happen to your developer not only will your  

employees be affected by the downtime, but with customer-facing technologies, 

you could experience a negative impact on your brand. 

Investments in your most critical technology must be safeguarded by a thorough 

business continuity plan that addresses these ‘what if’ scenarios. Throughout this 

eBook, we will cover how technology escrow is an integral part of that process. 

INTRODUCTION
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ARE YOU READY TO ADDRESS YOUR TECHNOLOGY 
RISK?
This guide will serve as the starting point for creating a corporate strategy around managing the risks accompanied with licensing technology.  
Follow these seven simple steps and you are on your way to creating an effective risk management strategy.

Step 1: Establish a Core Team

Step 2: Define Your Escrow Policy

Step 3: Create a Repeatable Process

Step 4: Verify Your Developer’s Compliance to the Escrow Agreement  

Step 5: Protect Your Cloud (SaaS) Technology

Step 6: Review Your Current Escrow Agreements

Step 7: Maintain Your Escrow Agreements

INTRODUCTION
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Since escrow should be a part of your overall risk management strategy,  

it is important to establish a core team to represent all of the departments 

that should have input into the risk management policy and processes 

you are trying to create for your organization. We typically see that a core 

team includes representation from the business owner for each license 

agreement, IT staff that will implement the technology, procurement,  

legal and risk management.  

The best teams have no more than 8-10 members and include a senior 

executive sponsor to help add credibility, visibility, and assist in cutting 

through red tape. The take-away here is that all of the departments you 

need to support your escrow initiative should have a seat at the table. 

STEP ONE:  
ESTABLISH A CORE TEAM

ONE
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STEP TWO:  
DEFINE YOUR ESCROW POLICY
Once you have decided who will be part of your team, you should establish a set 

of criteria that will determine which technologies will require an escrow provision 

in their license agreement. Not every technology needs to be placed in escrow, 

only the ones that are crucial to the success and operation of your business. 

There are many factors to take into consideration when determining which  

technologies to place in escrow. These include: What was the financial investment 

of the technology? How crucial is the technology to the success of your business? 

How much time was spent in developing, testing, and training users on the  

technology? Is this technology easily replaceable? 

Iron Mountain has created a simple formula that helps both licensees and  

developers understand if the technology in question is a good candidate for an 

escrow arrangement. This assessment is based on the 5 point scale used by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology with 5 being high and 1 being low. 

We apply the same scoring system on defining cost, time, and overall assessment 

of the developer and then add up the four totals for an overall application  

security score. The higher the score, the higher the application security risk. 

To determine if technology escrow is applicable for your organization, you should 

go through this self-assessment below to determine the level of risk you are 

bringing to your company.

5

TWO

Defining Mission Criticality (NIST*)

5 — Loss of Life or catastrophic failure

4 — Significant revenue or brand 

3 — Productivity/ customer experience

2 — Inconvenience 

1 — No impact 

Defining Risk based on Cost

5 —  Significant investment – Board level approval 

4 — High Investment- Budget hard to secure  

3 — Prioritization and budget review

2 — Standard budget approval process

1 — Current budget can absorb / no impact  

Defining Risk based on Time

5 — Custom developed- Length SDLC 

4 — Customization and UAT, training   

3 — Evaluation and Implementation  

2 — Standard Software Deployment  

1 — Replacement easy / No Impact 

Defining Risk based on Vendor

5 — High Risk-Start up/ Financial concerns   

4 — Acquisition target. Financial concerns  

3 — Stable but acquire vs. acquirer 

2 — Longevity, strong performance 

1 — Best in class. executive relationships

Application Risk

20-13  High

12-8 Medium

 7-4 Low

Application risk = Criticality + Cost + Time + Vendor Assessment 
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Once you decide on your escrow policy, the next step is to create a repeatable 

process that simplifies your ability to manage your technology investments with 

each developer. Your repeatable process begins with the establishment  

of a Master Escrow Agreement.  

Benefits of Iron Mountain’s Master Escrow Agreement

Iron Mountain’s Master Escrow Agreement has the best escrow terms  

for a licensee organization, while also being flexible enough to allow you to 

modify the terms to meet the unique nature of each of your license agreements.  

You can use this agreement whenever you need to get a developer onboard 

with your escrow policy. By establishing a Master Escrow Agreement, your 

organization gains control, and greater protection than if you were to use your 

developer’s agreement. Quite often your developer will have their own Master 

Escrow Agreement that is supposed to be a “one size fits all” for their  

customers, but this will presumably not take into consideration any  

of your unique needs. 

A Master Escrow Agreement will also enable your company to appropriately 

address situations that may occur during the negotiation of a license  

agreement. This can include: what will be deposited; at what frequency  

deposits will be made; at what frequency the deposits will be verified; what  

triggers a release of the information in escrow; who manages the process, and 

who is the paying party. It is important to make sure that your escrow account 

is up to date. Step 7 will go into this in further detail.

STEP THREE:  
CREATE A REPEATABLE PROCESS 

THREE
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866.563.IMFS | ironmountain.com/fulfillment

Steps to creating a repeatable process

Establish your minimum standards

Required deposit material

 
Audit rights

Release conditions

Objection period

Rights following a release

Payment of fees

Establish a plan early

What, at a minimum, are your thresholds for an escrow agreement? 

What materials do you require to be in the account? At what frequency does the material  
need to be updated? 

Who has the right to audit the account?

What are the conditions that will allow for a release of the materials?

How long after a release request do you have to object to the request?

What are your and your licensee’s rights following a release of your deposit materials?

Who is in charge of payment?

Make sure to plan early enough so that you cover all your bases and minimize the unexpected.
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HOW TO THINK ABOUT YOUR 
ESCROW MANAGEMENT  
As we mentioned before, a Master Escrow Agreement will allow you to make escrow a quick  

and easy process. Here is how it works:

Your Master Escrow Agreement: The agreement that contains terms and conditions specific  

to your organization. 

Your Developer: Who is developing the technology that you are using.  

Deposit Accounts: A deposit account is created for each license agreement you put in place  

with your developer.  Multiple deposit accounts provide for the segregated storage of each  

developer’s intellectual property.  

The Deposit Material: The content of each deposit account is referred to as deposit material. 

The deposit material is comprised of the intellectual property of each developer such as source 

code and other proprietary material that is essential to each license agreement. The deposit 

material should be updated by your developer whenever you begin using a new version of the 

technology.  

THREE
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Verification: The next step in the Technology Escrow process 

What is Verification?

Verification is the validation of the deposit materials in the escrow account. 

Since the technology you are using is complex, there is much more needed 

than just the source code. Even if you had the source code, you can’t do  

anything without build instructions. Other dependencies, like third party  

libraries or applications are also critical.   

The full value of your escrow initiative is heavily dependent on the quality  

of the deposit materials. Every month, Iron Mountain receives requests to  

release deposits from escrow. Although it is easy to believe that everything 

will be in order, the reality is that 76% of all deposits sent in to Iron Mountain 

for analysis were determined to be incomplete.  It is for this reason  

we strongly recommend verification testing as a critical best practice.  

To be clear, this is not an issue of bad faith. To the contrary, what our  

experience shows is simply that some developers need our help in  

understanding what a full and complete set of escrow materials should  

contain. Therefore, these are not designed to be pass/fail tests. If a deficiency 

is uncovered, we work with your developer to have a new deposit created and 

sent to our vaults. 

Why do I need to verify the deposits?

More often than not, if you do not verify what is in your escrow account, you 

will be scrambling if you ever need to execute a release. Going back to the 

76% of deposits that were incomplete, these deposits required additional 

input from the developer in order to be compiled. And, if you are requesting  

a release, your developer may not be available to help out. A thorough  

verification of the escrow materials before they are ever needed provides 

assurance that, in the event of a deposit release, you would be able to quickly 

and effectively read, recreate, and maintain the technology in-house.  

These extra precautions maximize the usability of the escrow deposits.  

In fact, over 50% of our Master Escrow Agreements and  Three Party Agree-

ments are verified as part of the initial transaction for this reason. 

STEP FOUR: 
VERIFY YOUR DEVELOPER’S COMPLIANCE  
TO THE ESCROW AGREEMENT 

FOUR

Did you know that 76% of escrow deposits are incomplete?  
Meaning, 76% of releases would not be usable in the event  
of a deposit release since valuable information is missing  
in the account.  
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What level of verification do I need?

The level of verification testing you need is a direct correlation to the  

application’s risk profile. Each of these tests builds upon the test before  

it and is outlined below. The final deliverable upon completion of each of 

these tests is a verification report that attests to the completeness of the 

deposit and your escrow agent will perform readout calls with you to review 

the results.

 
How often should I retest?

Although we typically suggest an annual re-test, sometimes it may differ  

on a client by client basis. More specifically, it depends on when your  

technology changes and how critical those changes are. If there is  

a significant change in the way the technology works (think functionality  

or a different operating platform) then you should re-test to make sure  

that the deposit still replicates what you are currently using. You can work 

with our team to put together a testing schedule based on the technology 

update/release schedule.

FOUR

File List Report Lists all files and file types in the account.

Level 1: Inventory & Analysis Test Provides a complete audit and inventory analysis of the deposit and determines if the account  
is complete.

Level 2: Compile Test Validates whether or not the development environment can be recreated from the escrow deposit.

Level 3: Binary Comparison Test Compares files in Level 2 to what the licensee has on-site to see if they are match.

Level 4: Full Usability Test Assures the licensee that what is in escrow will be fully usable in the event of a release.

Reading Break: This short video will help you  

to understand more about Verification.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHshrFQ_OBc&feature=youtu.be&list=PLfBVfycibqpGboV8gKS9t-xpHKjiRprr5
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STEP FIVE:  
PROTECT YOUR CLOUD (SAAS) TECHNOLOGY
There has been a monumental shift in the way that technology is being delivered 

and many applications are now hosted in the cloud by Software-as-a-Service 

(SaaS) providers. SaaS, or cloud, solutions can provide significant benefits to your 

company which is why nearly 8 out of every 10 new applications are now being 

built for the cloud1. One of the major changes from traditional, on-premises  

models is that your data now lives in the cloud as well. 

Understand the Different Risks of SaaS

This shift in technology also introduces elements of risk. For example, 79%  

of all SaaS providers do not guarantee application continuity2. This prompts  

all sorts of questions. What will happen to your application and data if your  

SaaS provider’s business fails? If you could recover your application and data,  

would you be able to do anything with it? What would be the impact  

to your company and your customers if the SaaS application and  

data simply disappears?  

Traditional technology escrow may address some of the requirements with  

SaaS, but not all. To truly protect your SaaS applications and data, you need  

a solution that delivers independent access to your data, access to the application 

if the SaaS environment is no longer available, or a bridge to a more permanent 

replacement. 

We’ll Help You Make the Move to the Cloud

Iron Mountain has introduced a graduated suite of SaaSProtect™ services that  

can help address your needs as a SaaS subscriber. Some of the benefits include: 

having access to the application and your data should your provider cease  

business operations; satisfying internal governance, risk, and compliance policies 

before subscribing to a SaaS technology; and safeguarding your business with  

a comprehensive contingency solution. 

Simply put, having a breadth of options to protect your SaaS applications  

and data gives you peace of mind to move applications into the cloud.

FIVE

Reading Break: This short video will help you to understand more.

1 “IBM 2013 Annual Report.”
2 Softletter Research. “2013 Softletter SaaS Report.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhSPeWqlEiE&index=8&list=PLfBVfycibqpGboV8gKS9t-xpHKjiRprr5
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How do your current escrow agreements match up to your new standards?

Having a defined escrow policy and repeatable process is a great go-forward strategy, but don’t  

forget about your existing escrow agreements. Make sure you fully understand your current escrow 

agreements and you know where the gaps are in terms of your new standards.  

When you think about existing escrow agreements, you should think about: the types of agreements 

you have, your release conditions; the release process; and your verification history. For example,  

having an agreement where you have been simply defined as a beneficiary is very different than  

having negotiated and signed the agreement yourself. If you are just a named party to an escrow 

account, you tend to have limited notification visibility and don’t have any verification rights. When 

reviewing your release conditions and process, you should make sure they are in line with your  

current standards. Lastly, reviewing your verification history will help you determine whether  

or not you should verify again to make sure that the version in escrow is in fact the version  

you are currently using. 

STEP SIX:  
REVIEW YOUR CURRENT ESCROW AGREEMENTS 

SIX
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“Are you my mother?”

Did you ever read that childhood book where the little bird goes around trying to find his mother? Sometimes 

we feel like we are asking the same question over and over to find out who the designated contact is after the 

account has not been updated for a while. 

It’s important to keep the designated contact up-to-date as they are the people who we notify for verification  

requests, non-payment issues, and release requests. Choosing your designated contact is an important  

decision as well. An administrative assistant may not be aligned to corporate strategy and may delay  

responding or providing contract instructions, which could be costly.  

Is your account up-to-date?

Chances are, the technology you are licensing is being enhanced and refreshed as your developer adds 

functionality. Therefore, it is important to make sure that the deposits are continually updated so that the 

version you are using matches what is in the account in case a release is requested. 

SEVEN

Reading Break: This short video will help you to understand more.

HOW DO I MAINTAIN MY  
ESCROW ACCOUNT? 
 

1.  Make sure the deposit materials you require  

to be in the account are actually in the account. 

2.  Be sure to update your designated contacts 

regularly.

3.  Establish an easy-to-understand naming  

convention for the deposit materials with  

your developer.

4.  Require your developer to update the deposit 

materials as they release new versions of the 

technology.

5.  Require your developer make deposits based  

on the policy you have established (monthly, 

quarterly, or release-based).

6.  Have Iron Mountain independently verify that  

the deposit material is complete so that in the 

event that you need the material, you will be able 

to use it as intended. 

Possibly most important is to make sure that all of 

your effort in creating a defined escrow policy is 

not wasted. Regularly review your escrow accounts 

to keep them current.

STEP SEVEN:  
MAINTAIN YOUR ESCROW AGREEMENTS 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XSSqhq5jZLc&list=PLfBVfycibqpGboV8gKS9t-xpHKjiRprr5&index=9%20
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1.  Establish a team and encourage everyone on the team  
to give their input about your escrow policy.

2.  Agree to an escrow policy with a baseline set of terms 
that will determine what technology to place in escrow.

3.  Create a repeatable process by establishing a Master 
Escrow Agreement.

4.  Decide on which level of verification is most appropriate  
for each escrow agreement.

5.  Consider SaaS-specific escrow and its options as you 
manage your move to the cloud.

6.  Review your current technology licenses against your new  
governance policy to determine if you need to add any  
additional technology into escrow or adjust current  
agreements.

7.  Manage and maintain your escrow accounts effectively.

IN SUMMARY, YOUR 
7 STEPS ARE: 

SUMMARY
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CONTACT US
We appreciate you taking the time to read through 
these seven steps and want you to know that if you 
have any questions you can feel free to reach out to 
your assigned technology escrow advisor, reach us at: 
Email: main@esop.co.il | Tel: +972-3-5757088
| Fax: +972-3-7602636
Customer Service: 1-700-70-ESOP(3767)
| +972-3-7536823 (Dial in from abroad)
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